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Abstract. High-resolution mapping of the hot gas in galaxy clusters is a key
tool for cluster-based cosmological analyses. Taking advantage of the NIKA2
millimeter camera operated at the IRAM 30-m telescope, the NIKA2 SZ Large
Program seeks to get a high-resolution follow-up of 45 galaxy clusters covering a wide mass range at high redshift in order to re-calibrate some of the tools
needed for the cosmological exploitation of SZ surveys. We present the second
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cluster analysis of this program, targeting one of the faintest sources of the sample in order to tackle the difficulties in data reduction for such faint, low-SNR
clusters. In this study, the main challenge is the precise estimation of the contamination by sub-millimetric point sources, which greatly affects the tSZ map
of the cluster. We account for this contamination by performing a joint fit of the
SZ signal and of the flux density of the compact sources. A prior knowledge
of these fluxes is given by the adjustment of the SED of each source using data
from both NIKA2 and the Herschel satellite. The first results are very promising and demonstrate the possibility to estimate thermodynamic properties with
NIKA2, even in a compact cluster heavily contaminated by point sources.

1 Introduction
Galaxy clusters have been shown to be excellent probes of large-scale structure formation
processes and of the underlying cosmology [1, 2]. Recent CMB experiments have provided
us with large catalogs of galaxy clusters (e.g. [3–5]) detected through their imprint on the
CMB by the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (tSZ, [6]). The analysis of these catalogs
have revealed a ∼ 2σ discrepancy between cosmological parameters obtained from galaxy
clusters and from CMB anisotropies [7, 8]. Possible explanations for this tension include
new physics (e.g. neutrino masses [9] or a discrepancy between local and distant Universe
probes [10]), or uncontrolled systematics in the analysis, such as a bias in the mean pressure
profile of galaxy clusters, the tSZ–mass scaling relation, or the hydrostatic mass bias (see e.g.
[11, 12]).
The NIKA2 SZ Large Program (LPSZ, [13]) seeks to investigate these possible systematics through an evaluation of the mean pressure profile and the SZ–mass scaling relation
at high redshift and with a high angular resolution. It takes advantage of the NIKA2 camera
performance [14–16], i.e. its capabilities of in-depth mapping of a large field of view at a high
angular resolution simultaneously in 2 frequency bands. These characteristics are particularly
well-suited for SZ observations. The first cluster analysis within the LPSZ [17] was a science
verification study that showed the NIKA2 ability to produce excellent SZ maps of a massive,
intermediate redshift cluster with a large observation time. For the second analysis, we focus
on a fainter target, in order to evaluate the quality of the SZ data that can be expected from
NIKA2 for clusters on the lower end of the mass range of the LPSZ sample.

2 The ACT-CL J0215.4+0030 galaxy cluster
We chose to analyze the ACT-CL J0215.4+0030 galaxy cluster, which is a low mass and high
redshift source. It was first detected by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT, [5]), and
was not detected by the Planck match-filtering. Therefore, it doesn’t have any counterpart
in the Planck SZ catalogs. In addition, the cluster was observed by XMM-Newton for 34
ks, which is sufficient to estimate a temperature profile from X-ray spectroscopy. This will
allow us to compare the thermodynamic profiles obtained by combining SZ and X-ray data
(pressure and density) to those obtained with X-rays only (density and temperature). The
main characteristics of this cluster are shown in Table 1. They highlight the faintness of this
source compared to the cluster used for the first analysis of the LPSZ sample [17].
The cluster was observed during 9 hours, i.e. its planned LPSZ time, in January 2018,
with an average zenith atmospheric opacity at 225 GHz of 0.175 and an average elevation of
43◦ , which are standard conditions for winter observations at the IRAM 30 m telescope.
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ACT-CL J0215.4
+0030

z

0.584

0.865

M500

8.2 × 1014 M
(Planck)

3.8 × 1014 M
(ACT)

θ500

2.9 arcmin

1.6 arcmin

tobs /tlpsz

11h / 2h = 5.5

9h / 9h = 1

tSZ decrement
peak

13.5σ

8.5σ

Table 1. Comparison between the first
analyzed cluster of the LPSZ (PSZ2-G144,
[17]) and our target (ACT-CL J0215). We
note large differences in mass, redshift and
observed to requested time ratio, meaning
that we expect the signal-to-noise ratio in
the ACT-CL J0215 maps to be smaller
than what was obtained for PSZ2-G144.

The NIKA2 data are reduced and calibrated using the baseline calibration method as
described in [16]. For the noise decorrelation we use the Most Correlated Pixels method,
where a common mode is estimated on groups of most correlated detectors and subtracted
from the time-ordered data [16]. The resulting maps are presented in Figure 1. In the 150 GHz
map (left panel), we identify the cluster as a decrement in the center of the map, detected at
a peak SNR of ∼ 8σ. We also note in this map the presence of large residual noise structures
surrounding the cluster, as well as positive point sources, some of them being close enough
to affect our signal (within R500 ). In the 260 GHz map (right), we do not expect to detect any
SZ signal given the shape of the SZ spectrum and the NIKA2 sensitivity [16]. Therefore, we
observe a seemingly empty field with the positive point sources mentioned above.
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Figure 1. NIKA2 maps of the cluster in the 150 GHz (left) and 260 GHz (right) bandpasses. Both
maps are shown in a 5’×5’ area centered on the observed coordinates. The NIKA2 instrumental beam’s
FWHM is represented as a white disk in the bottom left corner of each map. Contours show SNR levels
starting from ±3σ with a 1σ spacing. The left (right) map is smoothed with a 10” (6”) gaussian kernel
for display purposes.

3 Contamination by sub-millimetric point sources
The shape of the tSZ effect spectrum and NIKA2 sensitivity at 260 GHz prevent us from
detecting any SZ signal in this band given the considered observing time. Therefore, submillimetric point sources can be easily identified in the NIKA2 260 GHz map because they
are expected to be the dominant component of the signal in this band. Some of these sources
are very close to the cluster, and can therefore affect the reconstruction of its shape, since a
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Figure 2. Results of the estimation of the contamination in the NIKA2 150 GHz map for one of the
sources in our field. Left: SED results. The NIKA2 150 GHz point is extrapolated from the fit by
integrating the SED distribution in the NIKA2 150 GHz bandpass. The black line marks the best-fitting
SED, and the enveloppes show the 1 and 2σ confidence intervals. Right: inferred probability distribution
for the 150 GHz flux of the same source. The vertical line shows the flux computed from the best-fitting
SED.

positive flux can compensate the SZ decrement and create “holes” in the cluster map. Given
the faintness of the SZ effect for this cluster (less than a mJy at its peak), its small size, and
the strong fluxes of the considered point sources (several mJy at 260 GHz), we expect these
sources to have a strong effect on our SZ map, making the estimation of this contamination in
the NIKA2 150 GHz map the main challenge of this analysis. We identify four sources near
the cluster in the NIKA2 260 GHz map, which are identified as sub-millimetric sources by
coordinates cross-matching in the Herschel Stripe 82 Survey (HerS, [18]). A fifth source in
the north-eastern region of the cluster with a SNR lower than 3 at 260 GHz is also identified.
The contamination of the NIKA2 150 GHz map by each sub-millimetric point-source can
be estimated by fitting its spectral energy distribution (SED). To do so, we need to know the
flux of each source at several frequencies. We take their fluxes in each band of the SPIRE
instrument, i.e. 250, 350 and 500 µm (1200, 860 and 600 GHz respectively) in the HerS
catalog [18]. To add to these three sub-mm frequencies, we fit each source in the NIKA2
260 GHz map as a sum of three 2D Gaussian functions, which was found to be an accurate
description of the NIKA2 instrumental beam [16]. The overall amplitude of this fit gives us
the 260 GHz flux of the source. Then, MCMC sampling is used to fit the SED of each source
with a grey-body spectrum. For each sample of the posterior distribution of parameters, a
SED is computed and integrated in the NIKA2 150 GHz bandpass. This gives us a sampled
distribution of 150 GHz fluxes, which is used to compute an estimation of the probability
density of the flux of the source in the NIKA2 map through a kernel density estimation. The
results of the SED fit and of the NIKA2 150 GHz flux extrapolation for the source in the
western part of the cluster are given in the left and right panels of Figure 2, respectively.

4 SZ model adjustment
The tSZ surface brightness map observed in the NIKA2 150 GHz band is directly proportional
to the Compton parameter y, in turn proportional to the electron pressure of the intra-cluster
medium integrated along the line of sight. Therefore, assuming a spherical symmetry, a pres-
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Figure 3. Results of the fit of the 150 GHz map of ACT-CL J0215.4+0030. From left to right, we
present the data, the best-fitting model (including the Gaussian models of accounted point sources), and
the residuals. Each map is given in the same 5’×5’ area with the same color scale and smoothed with a
10” gaussian kernel for display purposes. In each map, the contours give the SNR levels starting from
±3σ with a 1σ spacing.

sure profile of the galaxy cluster can be fitted on the NIKA2 SZ map, along with a nuisance
parameter for the calibration coefficient. We do so by using the NIKA2 LPSZ pipeline [19].
The point-source contamination needs to be accounted for in order to retrieve accurate
profiles. Rather than merely estimating the contamination and subtracting them from the map,
we take them into account by including them in the fitting procedure. Five parameters are
added to the MCMC sampling, corresponding to the fluxes of the five sub-millimetric point
sources, their position in the map being precisely known from the adjustment in the NIKA2
260 GHz map. Our prior knowledge of these five fluxes is given by the probability distribution
that we have computed from the SED fitting described in Section 3. This method allows us
to take full advantage of the outputs of the SED fit results, i.e. a probability distribution for
the flux of each source rather than a single value and uncertainty.
The results of this MCMC analysis considering a generalized Navarro-Frenk-and-White
pressure profile (gNFW, [20]) are shown in Figure 3. From left to right, we present the
NIKA2 150 GHz data, best-fitting model for the cluster and point sources, and residuals. No
high-SNR residuals can be identified, indicating no significant difference between the data
and description of the map as a spherical gNFW cluster with point sources. This comforts us
in our assumption of spherical gNFW profile, as well as in the quality of our estimation of
the contamination by point sources.
As mentioned previously, the NIKA2 pressure profile estimate resulting from this analysis
can then be compared to XMM-Newton results. The results of NIKA2+XMM-imaging and
the XMM-only profiles are found to be consistent, within 1σ from one another. More details
on the analysis and the recovered profiles and integrated quantities will be given in [21].

5 Conclusions
The analysis of the ACT-CL J0215.4+0030 galaxy cluster has revealed the challenges associated to faint galaxy clusters in the NIKA2 SZ Large Program. First, correlated noise
structures remain in our maps after the decorrelation process, indicating that some progress
in this regard could be beneficial. Second, we saw how important the contamination by point
sources can be for such faint tSZ targets. In this particular case, strong sub-millimetric point
sources in the peripheral region of the cluster have a large impact on the global shape of the
cluster, and can therefore greatly affect the pressure profile and thermodynamic properties
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of the cluster if they are not carefully accounted for in the analysis. NIKA2 proved to be
highly efficient in this regard, its dual-band capacities and high angular resolution allowing
us to detect sources and measure their flux in the 260 GHz band. However, we need to rely
on external Herschel data for the SED adjustments, raising the question of possible biases in
the final cosmological products of the LPSZ – e.g. mean pressure profile or SZ–mass scaling
relation – due to contamination by undocumented sources.
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